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Abstract
Managing a large-scale speech transcription task with a team of human transcribers requires effective quality control and workload distribution. As it becomes easier and cheaper to collect massive audio corpora the problem is magnified. Relying on expert review or transcribing all speech multiple times is impractical. Furthermore, speech that is difficult to transcribe may be better handled by a more experienced transcriber or skipped entirely.

We present a fully automatic system to address these issues. First, we use the system to estimate transcription accuracy from a single transcript and show that it correlates well with inter-transcriber agreement. Second, we use the system to estimate the transcription “difficulty” of a speech segment and show that it is strongly correlated with transcriber effort. This system can help a transcription manager determine when speech segments may require review, track transcriber performance, and efficiently manage the transcription process.

Index Terms: speech transcription, inter-transcriber agreement, human-machine collaboration

1. Introduction
Annotating audio recordings with speech transcripts is an important task for many enterprises. However, as the size of audio corpora increases, so does the need for efficient transcription methods.

Speech transcription approaches can be considered along several dimensions. One aspect is the level of annotation detail, and it is common to annotate speech at the phonetic word and discourse level. The focus here is on word-level (orthographic) transcription of short speech segments. Purely manual approaches are often used for orthographic transcription and tools such as CLAN [1] and Transcriber [2] are popular, but these tools do not perform well for large-scale transcription tasks. In particular, transcription times are usually longer than the actual audio being annotated [2, 3].

An active area of research focuses on how services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk can be leveraged to reduce the cost of annotation. Speech transcription using Mechanical Turk can attain quality competitive with conventional methods, but at a fraction of the cost [4]. Furthermore, different transcription goals may permit different levels of transcription quality. For example, if the goal is to train a speech recognizer, then more transcription errors may be tolerated if the yield is higher [5].

Mechanical Turk is a promising approach for many applications, but in our work there are certain privacy requirements that must be met. Specifically, we are studying early child language acquisition as part of the Human Speechome Project [6]. For the Human Speechome Project (HSP), the home of one of the authors (DR) was outfitted with a custom audio-video recording system with the goal of recording the first three years of a child’s life. This naturalistic, ultra-dense, longitudinal corpus is helping to shed light on early language learning [7, 8].

But given the privacy concerns with this corpus and the special training required to adequately transcribe a young child’s early speech, Mechanical Turk is not a viable solution. Instead, the size of this corpus (roughly 120,000 hours of audio), the nature of the data and the privacy requirements have led us to develop a new semi-automatic transcription system called BlitzScribe [9].

2. Semi-automatic speech transcription with BlitzScribe
BlitzScribe is a human-machine collaborative system that enables human transcribers to transcribe significantly faster than purely manual approaches. BlitzScribe works by first automatically identifying and segmenting speech in audio, and then presenting it to the human transcriber in a streamlined user interface. The human transcriber plays a segment, transcribes and advances to the next segment using only the keyboard, allowing them to proceed quickly and efficiently and eliminating the need to spend time browsing for and selecting speech using the mouse. Since the speech is automatically detected, the annotator may encounter non-speech while transcribing. Such non-speech segments are marked naturally in the course of transcription by simply leaving them blank and advancing to the next segment. Both the transcribed speech and non-speech segments are then fed back into the system to retrain the speech detection component, thereby adapting and improving the system as a whole. Using BlitzScribe yields up to a six-fold speedup over other purely manual approaches [9]. This corresponds to transcriber time of roughly twice the audio duration. BlitzScribe is particularly effective on unstructured audio, where a significant portion of the audio consists of non-speech. While a purely manual tool usually requires scanning all the audio to identify speech, transcription time in BlitzScribe depends primarily on the amount of speech. The BlitzScribe user interface is shown in figure 1.

3. Estimating transcription accuracy
Speech transcription can be challenging, and spontaneous speech captured in a naturalistic environment can be particularly difficult to transcribe. Such speech is often mixed with background noise and other non-speech sources, can include
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multiple overlapping speakers, and can vary in loudness and speaking style. In the Speechome Corpus, one of the primary speakers is a young child in the early stages of language learning, while another is a non-native speaker. Given these challenges and the size of the transcription task, a major concern is monitoring and maintaining transcription quality.

One approach is for an expert to review a portion of the transcripts. Another approach is to have multiple transcribers transcribe the same segments, and then automatically compare their transcriptions. The assumption is that if multiple transcribers have produced the same transcript, they have likely converged on the correct transcription. This approach was taken in [9] using the NIST sclite tool [10] and the Sphinx-4 [11] implementation of the alignment algorithm. This tool is often used to evaluate automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance, where errors in the hypothesis transcript produced by the ASR system are identified relative to the reference transcript. Here, rather than a hypothesis and reference transcript for a pair of transcribers, a symmetric agreement value was calculated by treating each transcript as first the hypothesis and then the reference and averaging the scores. This approach is very useful for monitoring transcriber performance and detecting problems, but it has the shortcoming that obtaining inter-transcriber agreement scores requires significantly more human effort – at least twice as much effort per segment – and thus can be quite costly.

Instead of relying on inter-transcriber agreement, we apply an automatic system to estimate transcription accuracy using only a single transcript per segment. The main component of the system is an acoustic matcher that computes the match between an audio segment and the transcript. The matcher is built using HTK [12] and works as follows. Given a speech segment and its transcript, the Viterbi algorithm in HTK is applied to align the transcript to the speech segment on the phoneme level, using the CMU pronunciation dictionary. Each candidate alignment for each phoneme comes with a score that measures the acoustic similarity of the HMM of the phoneme in the transcript to the corresponding audio, normalized by the number of frames. Since each transcript comes with a speaker ID label that is generated automatically, we use a speaker-specific acoustic model to obtain the acoustic alignment scores. The scores for all the phonemes in the segment are then averaged to get a single score for the segment. This score measures how well the transcript matches the audio at the phonetic level. Roughly, the idea is that segments where the transcript is a poor fit to the audio, due either to an incorrect transcript or low audio quality, are more likely to contain transcription errors. This pipeline is shown in figure 2.

Figures 3 and 4 show the relationship between the acoustic alignment score and the inter-transcriber agreements. In figure 3, the inter-transcriber agreement for a transcriber is the average of their pairwise inter-transcriber agreements against the other transcribers who have transcribed a segment. The strong correlation ($r = .47$, $p < .001$) shows that the acoustic alignment score is a very good predictor of the average inter-transcriber agreement value for a transcription. Thus, our alignment score could be used as a proxy for inter-transcriber agreement without requiring any additional transcription effort. Figure 4 shows a somewhat different relationship. Here, the difference of the acoustic alignment scores for a pair of transcriptions on the same segment are plotted against the inter-transcriber agreement value for those same transcripts. In this case, we obtain a strong correlation of $r = 0.5$, $p < .001$. Finally, the average acoustic alignment score for a transcriber can be used to evaluate overall transcriber performance, as shown in figure 5. This figure shows that T3 has the highest accuracy score while T2 has the lowest, indicating that T3 is likely a more accurate transcriber.
4. Predicting transcription difficulty

In a large-scale transcription effort, efficiently distributing work to the transcription team is important. For a fixed budget, one might wish simply to transcribe as much speech as possible. Or, one might wish to have a more experienced transcriber work with the more challenging audio. Both of these goals could be served if we could estimate the difficulty of transcribing a speech segment in advance of actually transcribing it. This section details an experiment using unconstrained acoustic recognition on the speech segments as a predictor of transcription difficulty.

Actual transcription difficulty was measured by recording the transcriber activity associated with each segment. The intervals during which a segment was selected, the start and stop times for playback, the number of plays, the intervals during which the transcriber was actively editing a segment (determined by monitoring keyboard activity) and the number of edit intervals were logged. A visualization of these transcriber logs is presented in figure 7, which shows segments being selected, played and edited. Note that in some cases a segment is played multiple times, or there are multiple edit intervals. We define the user activity interval as the interval over which the transcriber is either playing or editing a segment. We take this quantity to be the amount of work required for a segment. Since the actual audio segment length varies, we take the ratio of work to segment length to reflect the “difficulty” of the segment.

An important confound to address are situations where the transcriber spends a long time on a segment but is not actively working, such as during a break. Fortunately, in these situations the ratio of user activity for a segment to the time the segment was selected will be very low. For example, in some cases a segment is selected for 10 minutes although they only spent 10 seconds actively working. By thresholding on this value we can filter out these cases. Figure 6 shows a histogram of the number of segments in the transcription log binned by the transcriber activity percentage. Most of the segments show that the transcribers were actively working, but by using this histogram we can choose an appropriate cutoff point for segments where the transcriber was either distracted or not working.

The question we wish to answer in this section is whether a purely automatic method can predict the transcription difficulty of a segment before it is transcribed. Our method applies HTK’s [12] automatic speech recognition tools to the audio segment to obtain an acoustic recognition score. The acoustic score captures how well the acoustic model fits the given audio. If there was a lot of noise, if the speech was in another language, or the words were not spoken clearly one would expect a low acoustic score. As with the accuracy measure, Viterbi is run on speech segments, but this time uses a speaker independent acoustic model. Since there is no transcript associated with the speech segment, the system essentially performs automatic speech recognition using a complete English dictionary, yielding acoustic difficulty scores similar to those generated by the aligner described earlier. This pipeline is depicted in figure 8. The acoustic difficulty score measures how well an untranscribed speech segment matches a speaker-independent acoustic model for English. Figure 9 shows a scatter plot of the acoustic difficulty score against the actual transcriber difficulty. This plot was generated by including only those segments for which the transcriber was actively working for more than 75% of the time the segment was selected. The high correlation \( r = 0.64 \) and \( p < 0.001 \) implies that acoustic difficulty of a segment can be used to predict how difficult it will be to transcribe the segment, and thus how long the transcription will take. As mentioned, if the transcriber takes a break while a particular segment is selected, the activity percentage for that segment will
Figure 7: User activity log showing segment selections, playbacks and edits. Note that playback and editing overlap, and in some cases a segment is played and edited over multiple intervals.

Figure 10: Acoustic difficulty score vs. actual transcriber difficulty r-values at different activity percentage cutoff thresholds.

decrease significantly and our model of transcription difficulty will break down. Figure 10 shows how the correlation varies as a function of this activity percentage cutoff.

5. Discussion

We have shown how an automatic system, built from HTK’s forced-alignment and speech recognition components, can automatically estimate the accuracy of transcriptions and the effort required to transcribe speech segments. Using this system, we can estimate the accuracy of a given transcript without manual review or the additional effort required to perform inter-transcriber agreement. Though the acoustic alignment score is noisy, it is a good proxy for inter-transcriber agreement and vastly cheaper to obtain. Furthermore, this accuracy measure can be used to evaluate individual transcriber performance. Transcripts with a low acoustic alignment score could be identified in order to re-transcribe them or simply remove them from the dataset.

In addition, this system enables us to automatically predict how hard a given segment will be to transcribe. This gives the transcription manager control over a large-scale transcription task by allowing them to prioritize which speech should be distributed to the transcription team. If the goal is to transcribe as much speech as possible, then perhaps the easiest utterances should be transcribed first. Alternatively, blocks of speech that are easier on average, could be distributed to new transcribers while more challenging audio is distributed to experienced transcribers. In the future, we may explore how other variables such as number of edits and number of playbacks relate to overall transcription time and how well they correlate with the acoustic difficulty score. Overall, we see this system as an important and useful tool for managing a large-scale transcription effort.
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